NIAGARA PARKWAY
NO EXIT TO
DANGER
RIVER TRAIL 1.6KM (1 MI.)

Tulip Trees are associated with the
A member of the Magnolia family,
abandoned 10,500 years ago!
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in the Atlantic Ocean.
Cripaits or “Sea-lilies”, present today
here is faster in beds of these Silurian
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spinning and drilling into the
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Naturally formed holes in the
MAMMOTH POTHOLE

TRILOBITES

shales they are only 2 inches.
maximum of 2 feet long, but in our
years ago. Trilobites grew to a
they became extinct 250 million
On this earth for 325 million years,

TRILLIUM TRAIL 110M (.07 MI.)

BOULDERING TRAIL 220M (.14 MI.)

Permit required for all bouldering in the Niagara Glen.
Permits are available at the Niagara Glen Nature Centre
or Butterfly Conservatory.

Please enjoy the trails in the Niagara Glen for walking and hiking at your own risk. Niagara Parks encourages all hikers to respect this nature area by not littering, skinny-dipping at the marked trail, and carrying out anything carried in. Take only photographs; leave only footprints!

Remember to keep dogs under control at all times. Cycling and swimming in the Niagara Glen are strictly prohibited. IN CASE OF EMERGENCY, DIAL 911.

TRAIL RATING CLASSIFICATION

NIAGARA GLEN TRAILS

RIVER TRAIL
WOODLAND TRAIL
TERRACE TRAIL
EDDY TRAIL
BOULDERING TRAIL
WHIRLPOOL TRAIL
COBBLESTONE TRAIL
PARKING
TRILLIUM TRAIL
RESTROOMS
CLIFFSIDE TRAIL
STAIRWAY ACCESS TO GLEN

WELCOME TO THE NIAGARA GLEN

Please enjoy the trails in the Niagara Glen for walking and hiking at your own risk. Niagara Parks encourages all hikers to respect this nature area by not littering, skinny-dipping at the marked trail, and carrying out anything carried in. Take only photographs; leave only footprints!

Remember to keep dogs under control at all times. Cycling and swimming in the Niagara Glen are strictly prohibited. IN CASE OF EMERGENCY, DIAL 911.

TRAIL RATING CLASSIFICATION

The Niagara Glen trails are classified as “Moderate” with the exception of Whirlpool Trail, which is classified as “Difficult.” Always wear proper footwear and bring water when hiking.

DIFFICULT: Experienced hikers; trail has non-established surfaces; steep, narrow sections that may extend for long periods; obstacles common.

MODERATE: Suitable for most hikers with basic trail experience; infrequent obstacles; gently rolling with short, steep sections.